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What is CentreStack File Server? 

Is your traditional file server holding you back? CentreStack 
transforms the familiar drive mapping, file locking, and 
permission controls from your file server into a versatile cloud 
solution. Integrated with Active Directory and tailored for your 
business, we provide seamless remote file access without losing 
the essence of a file server. No more compatibility issues — step 
into the future of file management.

CentreStack provides a unique cloud file server solution that 
integrates Active Directory, NTFS permissions, remote mapped 
drive and file locking capabilities with Wasabi cloud storage 
services. The end result is a single solution that inherits both the 
security features of the existing IT infrastructure and the mobility 
and durability of the cloud. 

Why Wasabi and CentreStack  
Are Better Together? 
Wasabi and CentreStack, with its API integration, adds secure 
remote access and file sharing, disaster prevention and recovery 
to on-premises file servers with easy cloud migration to Wasabi 
Web Services. For files and folders that you have already 
migrated to Wasabi Storage in other ways, CentreStack puts a 
file server interface above the raw Wasabi Storage service and 
turns it into a secure access and file sharing solution.

CentreStack provides a mapped drive letter for end users to 
access Wasabi Hot Storage in an easy and seamless way. It 
is not only suitable for a single user, but also for a team of 
collaborators working together on a set of shared folders and 
files. 

• Mobility and 
modernization without 
sacrificing compatibility 

• Reduced costs and 
complexity 

• Seamless user experience 
while enhancing security 

Wasabi and CentreStack 
combine to create a cloud-
based file server solution 

• Secure remote access and 
file sharing 

• Secure and durable cloud 
file server 

• Reduce costs for servers & 
VPN management costs 

KEY FEATURES

BENEFITS



The Wasabi and CentreStack solution reduces costs for organizations through eliminating the need to 
replace servers, VPN management costs and cloud storage for up to 80% less than the hyperscalers. 

The CentreStack and Wasabi Storage integration provides a powerful solution for organizations 
seeking a comprehensive cloud file server experience. By embracing file server mobilization 
and compatibility, businesses can bridge the gap between backup and file server capabilities, 
revolutionizing collaboration, data control, and accessibility.  The combined solution leverages the 
affordability, scalability, and reliability of Wasabi Storage while harnessing CentreStack’s file-server-
compatible access and collaboration layer. 
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ABOUT WASABI
Wasabi provides simple, predictable and affordable hot cloud storage for businesses all over the world. It enables 
organizations to store and instantly access an unlimited amount of data at 1/5th the price of the competition with no complex 
tiers or unpredictable egress fees. Trusted by tens of thousands of customers worldwide, Wasabi has been recognized as one 
of technology’s fastest-growing and most visionary companies. Created by Carbonite co-founders and cloud storage pioneers 
David Friend and Jeff Flowers, Wasabi is a privately held company based in Boston.


